Minutes of the AGS Radiation Safety Committee

Thursday, December 20, 1990


Subjects: (1) RSO Duties/Training; (2) Feed Forward Procedure; (3) Small Beams

Discussion was limited to the draft of AGS OPM 6.1.5, "Residual Radiation Surveys by RSO". It was agreed that the document will not apply to RSWs. The heading of Section 2 was broadened Responsibilities and Scope. Minor additional editorial changes were incorporated to improve clarity. The meeting ended with consideration of limiting the envelope of responsibility when multiple repair tasks are managed simultaneously; this was resolved by adding: Section 4.4, the RSO may control more than one repair task at one time, but may limit the number at his discretion.

The Committee will reconvene and continue with its agenda at 9:00 a.m. on December 21, 1990.
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Attachments (file copy only--previously distributed)
1. Draft AGS OPM 6.1.5.
3. Memo (Weng to Beavis, 12/17/90), Guidelines for Setting the Feed Forward Switches on the AGS Access Control Security System.
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